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THE ARTEOR
MATTER
AN AFFLUENT APARTMENT COMPLEX
IN THE CAPITAL GETS UPGRADED WITH
AUTOMATION EXCELLENCE

NAUTICAL BUT NICE
ALL THE WINNERS FROM THE
NAVALTHEMED NIGHT CEDIA DISHED
OUT THE ASSOCIATION AWARDS

GET SMART
AUTOMATION THAT’S AUTOMATIC
FOR THE PEOPLE? JUST ARM
THEM WITH THIS LITTLE LOT!

£2.95 where sold

audio love
from above
KEF’S cool new in-ceiling Ci200RR-THX:
out of sight, but never out of mind

SVI ARCHITECTURAL SPEAKERS

AMINA EVOLUTION SERIES
For over a decade Amina Technologies have
been selling truly invisible speakers to the
market and continually improving and
expanding their range. Today, choosing invisible
speakers provides a solution that is aesthetically
perfect and sounds great too. Ordinarily covered
by a 2mm final skim of conventional plaster
increasingly Amina are working with customers
using a range of other finishes in front of the
speaker, the most popular of which are wood/
wood veneer and leather.
The flagship product range is the Amina
Evolution Series. This includes the popular

AIW550E which was awarded Best Architectural
Loudspeakers in SVI 2014 Awards and which is
ideal for main listening rooms and home
cinemas. The AIW750E is a 2 panel speaker
with a bass panel that reproduces frequencies
down to 50Hz and a separate, optimized,
smaller high frequency panel providing the
ultimate invisible Hi-Fi listening experience.
In a recent super yacht project the surround
sound system in the master bedroom had
Evolution Series speakers covered by Alcantara
artificial leather in the ceiling for the front
speakers and behind wood veneer in the
bedhead for the rears.
For volume projects
whether commercial or
residential Amina launched the
IQ Developer Series in 2013
offering a more aggressive
price performance point. For
100/70V line projects Amina
offer the popular LFieT series
which are used in numerous
designer label flagship stores
and design conscious hotels
throughout the world.
www.amina.co.uk

NOVASONAR

It is common knowledge that interior designers and architects do not like loudspeakers. Not
so much the sound they create but more the physical presence that typically ends up looking
like an afterthought whether they are originally specified or not.
Whilst audio remains a necessity in some environments it has been the Holy Grail of these
influencers to find solutions that provide the audio requirement with the least or virtually no
visual impact as to not detract from their original concept or design. As such flat panel
loudspeaker technology is the best way to custom-integrate a sound system in your residential
and commercial projects. Not only do these speakers sound great but the aesthetic benefit of
having invisible speakers is obvious to see (or not, depending on your point of view)!
Audible audio quality is of extreme importance to Novasonar, managing to combine high
audio quality with the easiest to mount flat panels. They speakers have a natural and broad
radiation pattern and physical dimensions that fit almost any wall without the need for setting
in back boxes. The speaker’s membrane comes from high-tech, precision aircraft
manufacturing, the transducers are of the highest-quality to be robust and hard-wearing, plus
the extremely easy to mount design of the Novasonar flat panel will make this speaker system
the brand of choice when it comes to specification. In addition Novasonar speakers have an
electronic fuse for protection, built in as standard, to safeguard against driving amplifiers into
clipping. This circuit simply resets if tripped for continual safe use of the embedded speaker
panels.
Built to the latest possible technical standards, Novasonar speakers offer invisible but
good-quality sound; and in this light they have created a subwoofer which can be built into
the wall as well. The sub is a 2-channel sub that only shows a small vent slot (1cm x 50cm),
preferably mounted relatively close to the floor. The sub is 6cm deep making it easy to
integrate and be kept out of sight. This product is unique and offers, together with the flat
panels, an excellent way to combine the best possible interior decoration without any visual
disruption.
www.unicamgroup.com
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SONANCE INVISIBLES

The IS line of invisible in-wall/ceiling speakers is the
ultimate expression of Sonance’s ‘degrees of invisibility’
concept. The range offers installers brilliant fullfrequency performance, high-efficiency and easierinstallation, combined with Sonance expertise and
quality to create an unparalleled no-compromise
invisible speaker solution.
Eighteen months in the making and incorporating
high-performance planar driver diaphragms protected
by a plaster-ready paper surface, four IS models offer
the opportunity for truly invisible fullrange multi-channel, stereo and single
stereo audio systems in virtually any
interior space. The Sonance IS2 is a
two-way design incorporating a 27cm/
sq planar tweeter and 320 cm/sq.
planar woofer; the IS4 is a three-way
model with a 110cm/sq planar
midrange driver and larger 732 cm sq.
planar woofer. Next up, the IS4SST is a
single stereo speaker having a dual
voice-coil version of the IS4 spec; and
for the deepest bass, the ISW2 in-wall/
ceiling woofer, featuring a 1098cm/sq.
planar bass driver, completes the range.
T: +44 (0)1420 540054
E: email: sales@habitech.co.uk
www.habitech.co.uk

